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About This Game

Truth: Disorder is an exciting story about a guy named Thoru who once realizes that his whole life is a lie.

The game will surprise you:
- An interesting story full of mysteries and secrets.

- Unexpected twists and turns in the plot.
- Several bright characters, each of which is unique and in interaction with the hero.
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  Posted by TremorX on May 7, 2004

  Hailbrak posted the now infamous "I will kick your♥♥♥♥♥quot; auction on Ebay. It received nationwide (possibly
international) attention, being mentioned on a number of comedy-news sources and radio stations. He was even unofficially
protrayed on the Drew Carey show by none other than Henry Rollins - an episode in which Oswauld hires someone from ebay to
kick his♥♥♥♥♥

  Posted by Bonk on May 25, 2004

  I also did a few ♥♥♥♥♥♥ radio interviews. They were ♥♥♥♥♥♥ because the smarmy morning show hosts and their
sidekicks that laughed at everything they said were annoying and asked ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ questions. And also because I had just
woken up since they called me as early as they possibly could. If I remember right though, I got calls from New York, Los
Angeles, Toronto, and Seattle. The LA guys were actually considering flying me out there to "kick someone's♥♥♥♥♥on the
air", but I have no idea how that would've worked. I guess that's my 15 minutes of fame.

  Posted by Bonk on March 18, 2007

  Updating for recent confirmation. Henry Rollins answers a good portion of fan mail through his website, so I recently sent him
an e-mail to confirm this. He responded that his role of "Mr. Jericho" on the Drew Carey Show was in fact inspired by my
auction, and that they showed it to him when he appeared on set.

  Posted by Bonk on June 5, 2012

  This came full circle the other night, when I finally met Henry Rollins in person and got a picture of him kicking my♥♥♥♥♥
He was a good sport about it.

  http://awfulyearbook.com/user/view/29720?pic=75411
. a sandbox game of a kind i never played - you walk in a town streaming, farting, gathering likes and donations, slapping other
people. however i could not enter any building, maybe its is the works; i did not find any weapon, though i saw people with
weapons i don't know where they have taken the weapons.
The main reason i was interested in a game was graphics - bright, light - i just loved it!
game costs cheap, i recommend to try it - hope it will grow to something interesting and descent.. over 100 hours of playing this
game (i might have left it on over night hehe), I FINISHED THE GAME!!

I like to give reviews once ive finished or almost finished a game.

i came into this game not knowing it was about murders, my friend told me i should play this game so i bought it without really
looking at the game page and started the game. i was really shocked seeing what kind of game it was. its like a visual novel \/
murder mystery \/ puzzle game?? its a really interesting concept i have yet to see before, so this game was a breath of fresh air.

once i realised people were going to die in this game, i decided i wouldnt get attached to anyone, because i just KNEW they
were going to die. sadly for me, this game did such a wonderful job on every character, i actually liked all of them so much.
every time someone died a piece of my heart got ripped out.

the soundtrack to this game is quite simple and sticks to a "something bad is going on lets play the bad music", "its all fun and
happiness lets play the happy track", yet the simple soundtrack really stuck with me. i liked how they played the soundtrack
based off of what was going on \/ going to happen. sometimes the eerie music would play after a really nice chat with a
character and youre just like.... whats going on... it really sets the mood.

SLIGHT SPOILER
i really liked at the last trial when junko realised that our hope was stronger than her the title screen music started to play.. you
KNEW stuff just got real!
SPOILER OVER
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i give the biggest 10\/10 on this game. it is best to go into this game blind, DO NOT look up who murdered someone, honestly
try and not look up anything if you can (i did and saw a few spoilers which made me sad)

looking forward to starting the second game :). Cute and funny time management in VR. I love the vocal sound fx, and funny
dialogue. Starts off pretty easy but then ramps up once you unlock more stuff for more complex cakes. Great to show to first
time VR users too.. Old is gold.. is this game dead or something? go buy sky rogue instead. This was actually pretty fun. It's a
campy little VR experence with arm swinger motion and a wide variety of neat stuff in it. I wish I had thought of it.

It has a few minor performance issues when you blast monsters, knocking the hmd environment away due to performance
tanking. I think it's related to the animation when they die. Secondly, the sound is spotty and has "noise" and stutters.

If those two issues are cleaned up this is a perfect little thing to scare the kids and teens with for halloween. It was actually well
done.
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The one Unit Pack for CKII that is absolutley necessary. I mean just look at those bearded beauties and tell me they don't make
you want to go pillage the shores of England, burn down all the monastaries, and carry off the women and children.. Trackmania
is one of the best racing games I've played. If you're looking for a single player story, then this is definitely not where you
should look. However, if you enjoy multiplayer or a competitive atmosphere, then this game is perfect. The official multiplayer
servers are fun for beginners looking to race with others and improve their skills. For those who already have some experience
and are looking to up the ante, there are private servers with tons of custom maps that span all difficulty levels. In addition to the
expensive custom scene, there is an intense competitive scene where you can watch pro's make difficult tracks look easy. As an
avid e-sports fan and gamer, this game is great for hours of entertainment.. COD4: Modern Warfare

Ok this will be a very short review with exact keywords that should be considered carefully

This is one of my fav. games in all time. It is not only because of its story but also the multiplayer gameplay. Almost everybody
knows that COD 4 has been one of the best games of Activision so far.

Why am I not recommending then ?
Only 1 hecking reason: CRUSH!

- Whether you're playing single or multiplayer, if you try to change any particular graphic settings, you will be kicked by the
game.
- In multiplayer, if you do try to enter a custom map, which there needs to be a quick download obviously, you'll be kicked.

What I mean by kicking and CRUSH can be described like this, your screen is frozen and the only solution to get rid of it is
unfortunately rebooting your system.

You have to play the game with 640x480 resolution and 60hz. I know that this game's abit old now but this CRUSH is totally
meaningless. I have found many comments in many blog and forum sites complaining because of this issue instead of any
particular solution suggested by activision authority.

Dude, I have 144hz 1ms screen with Nvidia GTX 1060 6GB, I don't want to stick to bad graphic setting to play any game.
Otherwise, I wouldn't collect all these beautiful gaming pc parts, right?!!

To sum, If you do want to pull your nerves, just take your chance, if not, don't buy this game.

It's just a shame! This game is epic and I am deleting it right now, instead of playing multiplayer hourlessly.

Game itself without CRUSH issue: 9\/10
with CRUSH: 1\/10. This game was a surprising bit of fun, as long as you get in to it knowing it will be buggy and very  very
campy you'll have a good fun time. Though there are twists in the story you can see them coming from a mile away,
don't purchase this game for the story because you won't get much. However, if you're looking for some fun gameplay
there is a good bit for you here; though the afformentioned bugs can be detrimental to that.

PS the buggy section is the worst thing in the world. Not in it's current state.

This game wants to be so much more than it is.

The Good:
Honestly nothing yet.

The Mediocre:
Most of this game so far...
Balancing,
Dialogues,
Events,
Crafting,
Tavern Management,
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World Depth and Inspiration,
Creativity.

The Bad:
The combat,
the combat,
the combat. (this is 99% of the game)
This makes some bad third party NES titles look like they have good combat programing. This is like Cheetahmen bad.
If you do play, do not pick the fighter class, you will just die. Do not pick the guns, you will run out of ammo and will
not have enough ore to make more, then die. See latter but with mage. Pick the Ranger class with both guns and wands
and you may have a chance to not die, but no gaurentees.
The platform\/programming.

This is a rush title with an amazing premise. It is sad that the developers chose to rush out the product instead of
taking the time to produce a quality piece of software that would be solidly enjoyable. I played for a little under an
hour and was completely underwhelmed. I wanted the negetive reviews to be trolls, but they aren't. This game is
plagued with legitimate problems and should be labeled an early access title in its current state of completion. It is in a
very rough beta at best.

All the love to the developers, as I hope they can polish a diamond out of what is a particularly soft piece of coal at the
moment. I am going to get a refund for now though.. Good Game for the price. It reminded me of late 90's early 2000's
games. Lots of puzzle related content, many seek-and-find puzzle that brings you back to "Highlights" magazines
where you have to find the hidden this-or-that in the picture. Interesting story as well, not really scary for adults or
even kids nowadays. Has a pirate\/sea captain theme, with an increase on word knowedge. The learning curve for
younger players on this would be the word challenge, for example in the seek-and-find puzzle they ask for you to find a
'plane'. A young person would assume an airplane, but in fact it's a plane to level a surface of wood.
Great short game for adults, and a decent learning for kids concerning critical thinking and problem solving.. This was
a single player game with a lobby to coop with people. That one small thing made sure when they decided to stop
hosting it, it died.

It should have been made with an offline option, so it does not feel like theft when they shut it down.. GoW + Tomb
Raider + Steampunk = A pretty cool game. If you have the game and like it all, this expansion is a must have. The
added race, mystical upgrades and new specializations make a good game better. Once you play with the expansion you
won't know how you could have played without it.. MGS5 - THE FULTON PAIN.

Buy this dlc IF:

- You can't open "in-game store" (On ACC, press Esc, go Store, buy coins but nothing happens).

- You have big plan to expand your FOBs so far.

- You want to get powerful online weapons such as Molotok-68, AM A114 RP, Brennan LRS-46 grade 10... etc.

>>> Don't use those coins for finish development. I know pantsu development cost you 6 days but you should wait.
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